
PASSION FOR GRINDING.
GEBR. PFEIFFER.
RENOWNED ALL OVER THE WORLD.

Gebr. Pfeiffer, headquartered in Kaiserslautern/Germany

roughly an hour's drive south-west from Frankfurt/Main,

specializes in the planning, design and manufacture of

equipment for the grinding of cement raw material, clinker,

granulated blast furnace slag and coal for the cement

industry as well as many other materials.

Besides the vertical roller mills, Gebr. Pfeiffer SE

manufactures special machines for the classification and

drying of mineral bulk materials and the preparation of

lime and gypsum.

Established in 1864, Gebr. Pfeiffer presently employs

approximately 500 staff worldwide. With main offices and

central manufacturing facilities in Germany and

subsidiaries in India, China, and the U.S. plus

representations and agencies all over the world, Gebr.

Pfeiffer will be there whenever and wherever you need

them. Our claim to be a leading company in the sector is

substantiated by more than 2,800 Pfeiffer vertical mills

installed worldwide.

As a provider of complete solutions, Gebr. Pfeiffer offers

innovative, market oriented systems. With decades of

experience and excellent consulting competence, we are in

a position to design the ideal plant to suit any customer's

requirement. Good advice right from the start - no matter

whether it's about raw material characterization, practical

tests on special pilot plants, conception and planning of

p ierfectly suiting your requirement. ndividual plants or

wear analysis for mills in operation – we at Pfeiffer assist

you with our expert advice at any moment in time.

The result: individual overall solutions from one source

perfectly suiting your requirement.

Our engineers work continuously on technological

innovations and further developments to adapt not only to

today's requirements but also to those of the future.

Employing this principle of thinking ahead, we have long

become one of the technological leaders in the sector: for

example, with innovations like the MPS vertical roller mill

or the installation of the biggest vertical mill in the world,

type MVR. And we are going to stick to this course of

success.
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Summary: We, Gebr. Pfeiffer, are a global player with a long-standing tradition. Our experience and high engineering

competence make us a leading company among the manufacturers of mills and equipment for the preparation of

materials. Our consulting and service skills along with the high quality and reliability of our products are in demand all

over the world. This is also rooted in our consequent orientation to our customers' individual requirements and our

international presence.
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The supply of the overall package – the turnkey grinding

plant – also belongs to our range of services. As a

contractual partner, Gebr. Pfeiffer Projects takes care of

the entire project handling which isin the EPC business

detailed planning and supervision, procurement and supply

as well as execution of construction work and plant

erection. We offer engineering, procurement and

construction both for new projects and for the

modernization of existing plants.

Major clients are to be found in the building materials

industry as well as in the chemical, refractory and ceramics

industry. The majority of Gebr. Pfeiffer's sales are exports.

For more information visit our web site at:

www.gebr-pfeiffer.com

Accurate planning of all phases of product development

along with systematic control of product quality ensures

results appreciated for their premium level by our

customers.

Moreover, Pfeiffer plants are not only designed for

performance but also for minimum wear and long lifetime.

Hence our customers profit from highest reliability and

optimum plant availability.

We will stand by our customer's side giving him advice any

time he needs it and throughout the lifetime of his plant.

Our service portfolio includes the conception and planning

of new plants and rebuilds, supervision of erection and

commissioning as well as retrofitting, maintenance and

modernization of existing plants. To enable you to tap the

full potential of your machinery, we offer training sessions

for your qualified staff, focusing on field application.

And not to forget our comprehensive spare parts service

ensuring the economy of your Pfeiffer plant for many years

following your investment decision.


